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• The basic component of a file in a file system is a data item. Examples of data items in the real world 
are last name, first name, street address, and employee ID. 

• A database is a more complex object. It is a collection of interrelated stored data that must meet the 
needs of many users. A database must also adhere to the business rules and processes of the 
organization.

• Advantages of using a database rather than a simple file system:

– Availability of data to a diverse group of users

– Integration of data for easier access and modification when performing complex transactions

– Data integrity and reduced data redundancy
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The data stored in the flat file includes the student name, the sport they play, and the membership cost for 
each sport. This scenario demonstrates the need for a database. The flat file depicted in the slide shows 
redundant information about each student. Modifications include identifying each student uniquely and 
eliminating recurring columns/fields.
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A possible database solution is to split the flat file into relational database tables, eliminating the issues 
related to:

• Redundancy

• Data entry anomalies

• Inconsistency
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• Business rules are used to understand business processes and the nature, role, and scope of the data.

• Business rules help you categorize and design database tables. 

• Business rules are generally provided by:

– Managers

– Policy makers

– Documentation and operation manuals

– Organizational procedures and standards

– Interviews with end users

Note: Not all business rules can be modeled in a database.
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The slide discusses a business case scenario where you need to identify the business rules and associated 
constraints.
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constraints.
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Some of the key business rules and constraints are displayed in the slide. Constraint is another name for a 
restriction to a business rule.
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For this case scenario, identify the statement:

• Business rule: It is used to understand business processes and the nature, role, and scope of the data.

• Assumption: It can be defined as a fact or a statement that has been taken for granted.

• Problem: It can be defined as a situation or scenario that requires attention and a possible solution to 
alleviate the situation.
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